INTRODUCTION
There are two drawbacks in velocity-dependent imaging that are listed to show the exigency of velocity-less imaging as one of the suitable imaging methods. Firstly, seismic velocity approximation is a necessary step in the conventional approach of seismic data processing to make an image of subsurface which is one of the most labour-intensive and timeconsuming procedures (Yilmaz, 2001) . Furthermore, it takes more time in complicated geological structures because it needs more than just a single parameter for non-hyperbolic travel time approximation. Even by using semiautomatic velocity picking software, velocity estimation by oneself might take several weeks or even months for 3D data sets (Fomel, 2011) . Secondly, complex structures such as hard rock environment have been severely altered, faulted, fractured and intercepted by numerous intrusive bodies. Such environment typically produces excessively complex seismic response with often anomalously low signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, the quality of inferred migration velocity model from velocity spectra would be very low which affects the quality of final subsurface image. That is why the estimation of velocities becomes a significant problem. For these situations when there is not suitable velocity model available, conventional seismic imaging algorithms struggle to construct accurate images of subsurface targets.
Starting with the velocity independent schemes, we first review the concept of velocity-independent time-domain imaging using local event slopes introduced by Ottolini (1983) . The concept has been employed on all kinds of timedomain gathers, from NMO correction to prestack time migration, by Wolf et al. (2004 ), Fomel (2007 , Cooke et al. (2009) and Bóna (2011) . The term "oriented" will be utilized referring to local slopes introduced by Fomel (2003a) . We then review another alternative velocity-less zero-offset migration method suggested by Gardner et al. (1986) identified as "Gardner's DMO" (GDMO).
Velocity independent hyperbolic summation
It is possible to image seismic data by knowing the related time dips of seismic data at every point on the seismic record instead of velocity picking (Ottolini, 1983) . Renowned hyperbolic travel time equation is (1) where x denotes the half-offset between the source and the receiver, t 0 refers to two-way zero-offset travel time and , t(x) is the corresponding two-way-travel-time recorded at the offset x , V NMO is RMS (root-mean-square) velocity in a case of horizontal stratified earth. Derivative of t with respect to x, slope of the seismic hyperbola in a typical (x,t) point p=dt/dx, is given by (2) (3) By rearranging equation 1 in terms of equation 2 and knowing the local slope (p), velocity-independent moveout equation will be derived such that it is not in connection with velocity and defines as all-velocity curve equation (Ottolini, 1983) as shown in Figure 1 ; (4)
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Relatively poor performance of full pre-stack migration in hard rock seismic exploration is related to our inability to produce accurate velocity field which, is caused by complicated structures, highly variable reflectivity, and low signal to noise ratio. That is why the estimation of velocities becomes a significant problem in hard-rock environment. Consequently we wish to use imaging approaches which are loosely dependent or completely independent of the knowledge of rock velocities. To get there, we review and analyse different velocityindependent imaging techniques developed over nearly past three decades.
However, seismic imaging in complicated geological conditions often requires more than just one parameter such as accurate velocity field. Improvements of signal to noise ratio and data regularisation are typically necessary to enable construction of high resolution, high quality images. In such data, pre-conditioning should enable enhanced performance of velocity-less imaging techniques since their performance is critically dependent on input S/N ratio. The final approach, then, involves merging several techniques such are denoising, wavefield reconstruction/interpolation and velocityindependent tools together to improve image quality in hard-rock environment. Key words: Velocity-independent imaging, denoising, interpolation, Hard-rock environment. (Ottolini, 1983) . Figure 2 shows a synthetic CMP gather and the oriented moveout corrected gather. Its velocity spectrum captured from conventional velocity scanning and oriented NMO processing is shown in Figure 3 . 
Velocity independent moveout correction in Slant-Stack domain
Normal moveout correction can be applied in slant-stack domain and along an ellipse instead of its relevant reflection hyperbola. Ray parameter (P=dt/dx) is considered as the spontaneous slope of arriving event in x-t domain. The elliptical model of moveout correction is recognised as (5) Where p is referred to as the ray parameter, t 0 symbolizes the two-way vertical travel time, and τ 0 is the corresponding slope intercept time. Differentiating τ with respect to x from equation 5 and substituting it there, will lead to oriented velocity-less moveout correction in slant-stack domain (6) (7) (8)
Velocity-less prestack time migration (VLPSTM)
In so-called prestack time migration (PSTM), migration velocity model must be provided by the processor while it is not a requirement in velocity-less standpoint. Instead, the operator needs to supply information about the prestack local event slopes of the input data. The corresponding equations have been derived by Fomel (2007) . The geometrical connections between the reflective parameters can be obtained through the trigonometry of the reflection triangle (Clayton, 1978) which is given by (9) Where θ is effective reflection angle, α effective dip angle, V effective velocity, h half-offset and t is the corresponding twoway-travel-time. Furthermore, by transforming coordinates from (x s , x g , t) to (y, h, t) considering figure (4) , the effective angles are linked with the travel-time derivatives (Clayton, 1978) under (10) , (11) One can rearrange and solve equations 9-11 in terms of the data coordinates (t,h) and local event slopes p h and p y . The rearrangement based on corresponding trigonometric relations and under the liability of a hyperbolic diffraction moveout , leads to prestack time migration velocity model which has completely defined by prestack local slopes in a typical shot gather; (12) (13) (14) Prestack migration can correct the location of seismic events through different offsets and midpoints provided, even if the reflectors are curvy. Considering the velocity-less approach, coordinate transformation from prestack domain (t,h,y) to the time-migrated domain (τ,x), is given by the following equations (Hubral, 1977; Sava and Fomel, 2003; Fomel, 2007) :
where τ is vertical two-way time and x is migrated reflection point location in connection with prestack local slopes. Figure  5 shows 2D real data set from the Gulf of Mexico and its stack section obtained utilizing oriented prestack time migration, respectively. The result was obtained two orders of magnitude faster in comparison to routine processing, since each data point transforms directly to the image space through one-toone mapping instead of being spread along the migration ellipse in formal PSTM (Fomel, 2007) . Oriented velocity-less migration using shot and receiver gather local slops As opposed to Fomel (2007) , Cooke et al. (2009) derived velocity-less prestack migration algorithm from the doublesquare-root equation and worked with shot and receiver gathers and their matching local slopes. They reached to at the same outcome as Fomel (2007) , taking into account the transformation from shot-receiver coordinates to midpointoffset coordinates. The main difference between two above algorithms is the oriented velocity usage to identify and remove multiples by Cooke et al. (2009) . The double-squareroot equation is defined as (18) where t is traveltime, v is medium velocity, t 0 is vertical traveltime to the reflector/ diffractor and x m , x s , and x r are the horizontal coordinates of the migrated reflection point, source location, and receiver location. For all (x, t) points in a shot or receiver gather, t, x s , and x r are known and v, t 0 and x m are unknowns. These unknowns have been solved in terms of the slopes by Cooke et al. (19) (20)
Above equations calculated using shot and receiver gather local slops, are same as equations that have been derived by Fomel (2007) to transform midpoint-offset coordinates to shot-receiver coordinates (Cooke et al. ; 2009) . Figure 6 and 7 show the synthetic velocity model to produce the synthetic seismic data, oriented velocity calculation and its corresponding oriented migration before and after velocity filtering to attenuate multiples. 
Velocity-independent shot gather migration
The above velocity-less migration algorithms proposed by Fomel (2007) and Cooke et al. (2009) , need local slopes in two domains; in common-offset and common-midpoint, and in common-shot and common-receiver domains, respectively. On the other hand, the relative slopes information is not always available in two domains; for example, the spacing between sources can be too large or there are only few sources available (Bóna, 2011 ). An alternative velocity-less migration method has been proposed by Bóna (2011) so that it requires data just in one domain; the first and the second derivatives of the travel time with respect to the receiver coordinate in a common-shot gather, are utilized in this method. Based on Figure (8) , t denotes the travel-time of a signal from a fixed source with the location given by coordinates (x s , z s ) to a receiver position at (x r , z r ). Assuming wave propagation in a constant effective-velocity medium with the slowness of p=1/v, it is possible to discover the reflection point coordinates by finding the reflected-source-image (RSI) coordinates (x s' , z s' ). Calculating the function of the line passing through the receiver and the image of the source (I), and the line passing through the source and the RSI (II) which is perpendicular to the corresponding reflection point tangent line, will lead to migrated reflection/diffraction point horizontal coordinate (x) and vertical travel time (t 0 ) as (21) (22) Gardner's Dip Moveout (GDMO) and Prestack Imaging GDMO is another velocity-less imaging method to prepare data for executing prestack time migration proposed by Gardner et al. (1986) . GDMO transfers data to zero offset before NMO correction, followed by zero-offset migration. Zero offset mapping of a single sample of seismic data recorded at some non-zero offset is described by an ellipse named "DMO Ellipse" such that its shape does not depend on velocity (Hale, 1991) . Based on Figure 9 , the conventional NMO-DMO gives the NMO time (T n ) as below (23) 
CONCLUSIONS
The potential of the methods discussed has not been fully evaluated as no special data preconditioning has been applied prior to testing. We hope that velocity less imaging approaches can be successfully applied in excessively complex hard rock environment under the condition of high S/N ration. It is therefore necessary to combine several techniques together to high achieve quality.
